There is an ongoing debate about the relative importance of structural change versus doping charge carriers on the mechanism of superconductivity in Fe-based materials. Elucidating this issue is a major challenge since it would require a large number of samples where structure properties or the carrier density is systematically varied. FeSe, with its structural simplicity, is an ideal platform for addressing this question. It has been demonstrated that the superconductivity in this material can be controlled through crystal lattice tuning, as well as
electronic structure manipulation. Here, we apply a high-throughput methodology to FeSe to systematically delineate the interdependence of its structural and electronic properties. Using a dual-beam pulsed laser deposition, we have generated FeSe films with a marked gradient in the superconducting transition temperature (below 2 K < T c < 12 K) across 1 cm width of the films. The T c gradient films display ~ 1% continuous stretch and compression in the out-of-plane and in-plane lattice constants respectively, triggering the continuous enhancement of superconductivity. Combining transport and angular-resolved photoemission measurements on uniform FeSe films with tunable T c from 3 K to 14 K, we find that the electron carrier density is intimately correlated with T c , i.e., it increases by a factor of 6 and ultimately surpasses the almost constant hole concentration. Our transmission electron microscope and band structure calculations reveal that rather than by shifting the chemical potential, the enhanced superconductivity is linked to the selective adjustment of the d xy band dispersion across the Fermi level by means of reduced local lattice distortions. Therefore, such novel mechanism provides a key to understand discrete superconducting phases in FeSe.
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In Fe-based superconductors [1] [2] [3] , the bulk tetragonal iron selenide (β-FeSe, space group P4/nmm) undergoes a structural transition to orthorhombic phase at T s ~ 90 K and becomes superconducting at T c ~ 8 K [4, 5] . T c can be significantly boosted by modifying the lattice or manipulating the conduction carrier concentration. Under high pressure, T c can be pushed up to ~ 37 K, with concomitant reduction in both the in-plane (a) and out-of-plane (c) lattice parameters and a decrease in the c/a ratio [6, 7] . By gating FeSe thin flakes, an onset transition at ~ 48 K has been observed, attributed to the dominance of electron carriers in the high-T c phase [8] . Both the structure and T c of FeSe films can be further tuned by reducing the thickness from thirty-five to one monolayer (1 ML) [9] . Compared to the bulk, the in-plane lattice parameter of 1 ML FeSe expands ~ 3% and the superconducting energy gap closes at ~ 65 K [10] [11] [12] . An angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) study of the electronic structure of a FeSe single crystal has revealed a hole-like Fermi surface at the Γ(0, 0) point and a rather complex evolution with temperature of the band dispersion at the M point (along the Fe-Fe direction) in momentum space [13] . As the thickness of the film is reduced, the hole-like band at the Γ point is gradually pulled down from the Fermi level (E F ) and eventually vanishes, while the electron-like character of the Fermi surface at the M point becomes more pronounced [9] .
The gating and ARPES experiments [14, 15] have suggested that the increase of the electron carriers density due to shifting of the chemical potential is beneficial to T c . In addition, pressure, which can also lead to T c increase, not only causes compression of the crystal lattice but also likely enhances the hole contribution [16] . In general, the roles of the lattice parameters variation and conduction carriers doping in T c enhancement are difficult to disentangle. In order to improve our understanding of FeSe, it is essential to systematically investigate the correlations among crystal structure, carrier density and superconductivity in this material. To solve this problem, we first systematically studied a series of high-quality uniform FeSe films (~ 160 nm), whose T c can be tuned from 0 K to 14 K, where the highest T c is almost double that of a pristine FeSe crystal. These samples were made by conventional pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique on CaF 2 and SrTiO 3 substrates (Supplemental Figs. S1-S3). Importantly, they are sufficiently stable in air for ex-situ electrical transport measurements [17] and can be also cleaved for the ARPES experiment [18] .
Our transport data in combination with the electronic structure extracted by ARPES uncover an unambiguous relation between the density of conduction carriers and T c . That is, the increase of T c is associated with a gradual increase in the electron carrier density (n e ), while the hole carrier density (n h ) remains approximately constant. Such relation is inconsistent with the commonly accepted picture of T c enhancement, by the shifting of chemical potential, for which the hole carrier number should be greatly reduced. To further elucidate the mechanism of T c enhancement, we turned to the link between crystal lattice and band structure. However, the lattice parameter data collected from more than 1000 individual uniform films show significant scatter against T c (Supplemental Fig. S4 ), commonly seen in previous work [17, 19] . Usually, samples with the sharpest superconducting transition (Supplemental Fig. S5 ) provide more accurate lattice constants, but obtaining the volume of data necessary for a reliable analysis requires significant amount of work. Alternatively, we developed a novel high-throughput PLD deposition method to grow the samples, in which natural gradient in T c and continuous change in the lattice constants give us a panoramic view of the relationship between the lattice constants and T c with high precision, especially the in-plane lattice versus T c .
Carrier property of uniform FeSe films. We start with the transport data of uniform film samples ( Fig. 1(a) ), where the notation is such that, SC03 indicates a film with T c ~ 3K. The ii) it changes its sign from negative to positive at a cross-over temperature T *~ 120±10 K for all the samples, and iii) it gets suppressed as T c increases ( Fig. 1(b) ). Surprisingly, the R H (T)
curves of all the samples almost overlap with each other for T > T * . Note that the band splitting also occurs at the same -slightly higher than the T s -temperature [13, 20] . Thus, we conclude that all the samples here exhibit electronic structure that is qualitatively similar the R H (T) curves; this temperature is close to the band splitting temperature observed in ARPES, namely the electronic nematic transition temperature [13] ; ii) as the T c goes up, n e increases by a factor of 6 whereas n h remains roughly constant at low temperatures. For higher T c cases, n e becomes comparable to n h and even surpasses it for T c > 10 K.
We emphasize that all the above measured samples were deposited from a same FeSe target, indicating that the nominal stoichiometry is fixed for all samples. Both the energy dispersive X-ray and the inductively coupled plasma techniques do not see clear variation of the compositions in their resolution limit, which suggests that the changes in the ratio of Fe to Se must be less than 1%. We assume a small amount of excess Fe in the composition, which able to obtain the evolution of lattice parameters from two full sets of Bragg peaks, i.e.
out-of-plane FeSe (002) and in-plane FeSe (220), which we refer to CaF 2 (002) and CaF 2 (400), respectively. Walking from position 0 to 30 mm on the substrate, the FeSe (002) peak first moves to a lower angle and then shifts back (Fig. 3(c) ); in contrast, the FeSe (220) peak moves in the opposite direction ( Fig. 3(d) ). Simultaneously, T c was mapped from a series of resistance curves obtained by patterning the sample into an array of micro-bridges (each 0.5 mm in width along the 30 mm length direction across the insulating CaF 2 substrate ( Fig.   3(d) ).
As a result, an explicit lattice-T c library was created for the FeSe material for the first time (see Fig. 4(a) ). Along the y direction defined in Fig. 3 , the T c first increases, reaches a maximum ~ 12 K at the center and then drops to ~ 0 K at the other end. The distribution follows the symmetry of the beam density, so we choose to only describe the features in half of the sample, within coordinates from 0 to 15 mm. Following the y direction, the c-axis parameter gradually expands from 5.51 to 5.57 Å, whereas the a-axis parameter gradually shrinks from 3.78 to 3.73 Å. Due to a fixed Bragg diffraction peak of the single substrate as the reference substance, a resolution of ~ 0.01 Å is achieved. Consequently, the correlation between the lattice parameter and T c becomes unambiguous. This is another advantage of our high-throughput film synthesis besides the high efficiency. The clear variation of the lattice on the same substrate also helps to exclude the strain effect often considered in monolayer films. Hence, the lattice-T c -carrier relationship is accomplished as follows: i) the electron carrier density is positively correlated with the T c , while the hole carrier density remains almost constant (Fig. 4(b)) ; ii) T c can be tuned from 0 to 14 K, accompanied by an out-of-plane lattice expansion and an in-plane lattice compression (Fig. 4(c) ).
Microstructure analysis and discussion. We further investigated the microstructure of the superconducting films by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Fig. 5(b) ) and HAADF image ( Fig. 5(d) ) demonstrate a much purer FeSe phase. Intuitively, local lattice distortions by the impurity domains bring stress over the whole sample and modify the crystal lattice; reducing the number of these domains enhances the superconductivity.
The remaining question is the connections among the lattice modification, the evolution of the carrier concentration, and T c . Including random distribution of impurity domains in band structure calculations is rather challenging; however, in principle one can still capture some key physics using the explicit lattice parameter library. The hole pockets around Γ are known to be dominated by the d xz /d yz orbital bands (the d xy band is below the Fermi level) [31] , while the electron pockets around M are attributed to all three t 2g orbitals [13, 32] . Fig. 4(d) shows dispersion. Note that all the calculations are based on the room temperature lattice data, no dramatic change in electron carrier density is expected. Nevertheless, we conjecture that at low temperatures the adjustment of the d xy band dispersion is amplified, and thus more electron carriers are generated. Very recently, local orthorhombic lattice distortions persisting above the structure transition temperature have been observed in FeAs-based superconductors, linked to the proliferation of nematic fluctuations [33] . It is tempting to bridge a link between the local lattice distortions by tiny impurity domains reported here and the nematicity. For the low-T c sample, another set of diffused reflection spots indicates the distribution of impurity domains is regular, correlated with the nematicity. With increasing T c , such domains are diminishing and distribute randomly, subsequently, the nematicity is suppressed. On the other hand, the increase of the d xy orbital on electron Fermi surfaces from the downshift of d xy bands was found to decrease the nematicity [34] . As the superconductivity competes with nematicity [35] , the suppression of nematicity by diminishing the impurity domains can enhance the superconductivity. In order to further explore this issue, more advanced probes are needed to provide high quality temperature dependent information on FeSe films.
Overall, by controlling T c of the uniform FeSe films from 0 K to 14 K, we were able to observe a 6-fold increase of the electron carriers density above the superconducting transition, therefore may provide a key to understand discrete superconducting phases in FeSe [8, 36] .
Our work also demonstrates the effectiveness of combining a high-throughput strategy [37] [38] [39] with conventional individual experiments in order to uncover subtle, yet important clues to understanding the mechanism of superconductivity.
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